VEGAS VAIRS VISION
APRIL 2011

EDITOR: VIC HOWARD

DATE: SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 2011
TIME: 11:00 AM TO 3:00 PM
LOCATION: STEVE AND SALLIE WENTWORTHS HOME
1250 BETTY LANE, LAS VEGAS
THE CLUB IS PROVIDING THE MEAT, BUNS AND SOFT DRINKS SO WE ASK YOU
TO BRING A SALAD, CHIPS OR DESSERT.
BRING A LAWN CHAIR FOR YOUR COMFORT

VEGAS VAIRS
CHAPTER 891 OF CORSA
MEETS THE 2ND WEDNESDAY OF EVERY MONTH
7:00 P.M.
DENNY’S RESTAURANT
3081 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY
LAS VEGAS, NV 89109
734-1295
COME EARLY TO MEET AND GREET !!
MEMBERSHIP DUES ARE $20
DUE BY FEBRUARY 1ST OF EACH
YEAR.THEY MAY BE PAID AT THE MONTHLY MEETING
OR MAILED TO:
VEGAS VAIRS
P.O. BOX 62925
LAS VEGAS, NV. 89162-1925

OFFICERS
PAUL BERNARDO, PRESIDENT
MEL JACKSON, VICE PRESIDENT
VIC HOWARD , SECRETARY
INGRID HOWARD, TREASURER

ADVERTISING:
FREE TO CLUB MEMBERS, $25 PER YR. FOR BUSINESSES AND NON MEMBERS
VEGAS VAIRS VISION ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!!!! If you wish to submit articles, ads, photos, etc. email
your editor at :
vichoward@frontiernet.net
or send it to me at:
5574 TABLEAU
FORT MOHAVE, AZ. 86426
928-768-6062

MESSAGE
FROM THE PREZ
I want my fellow Vegas Vair members to know that I am just a motor head and have
been since putting a washing machine motor on a small scooter at the age of 10 many
moons ago. I like all mechanical things but motors from the 30s to present are my
passion.
I am fortunate to have made a good living running my own repair shop in Orange,
California where I acquired my first of 6 Corvairs in 1970 and joined Vintage Corsa in
2002.
I sold the business, retired and moved to Nevada and built my toy shop where I house
many antiques of which over 90% are running. I enjoy car clubs and have been on the
board of directors of many but never as president as I was all too busy to give
it my all.
Now I will try to steer the club to a fun and creative year but can only do it with input
from the members. Since we live in an extremely hot part of the country, we need to
plan to enjoy summer months in different ways. I go to the mountains and would like a
club outing as a group to go with me there if the numbers add up. I proposed, at our last
club meeting that we go to Panguitch Lake for a fish fry. I even offered to cook the fish!
I know it is a bit of a drive but it could be a nice trip for our club members.Maybe it will
happen and I hope you come to our next meeting to discuss it.
Other than that, I wish to keep things on a fun meeting basis and enjoy looking at and
helping each other keep our Corvairs running. We all have met people say my
Parents/Grandparents or friends had one of these cars. Those of you that just cannot
seem to get it ready to run again, come to our next meeting and tell us what needs to be
done to finish . I am sure with the talent in the room we can make it happen sooner
than not.
Keep that Vair pushing air,
Paul Bernardo

MINUTES OF THE MARCH 9, 2011 VEGAS VAIRS MEETING
BY: VIC HOWARD, Secretary

Members present:
Paul Bernardo, Mel Jackson, Ingrid Howard, Vic Howard, Bob Helt, Jack O’Shea, Arlon and Susan Sibert, William
Lager, Ernie McKinney, Dan Ward, John Charaska, Jerry Dunning, Harry Ransom, Kelly Magowan, Gail Keenan and
John D’Angerio.
Club President Paul Bernardo started the meeting a few minutes past 7:00 pm by welcoming two guests, Ron Ward
and Jason Williams.
Treasurer Ingrid Howard gave her report that the club has $699.96 in the treasury. She also requested approval to
add Secretary Vic Howard to the Mohave State Bank checking account and removing past President Harry Ransom.
Howard Stoner made the motion, John D’Angerio seconded it and it passed unanimously.
Activities Director Harry Ransom reported on several car shows upcoming, the most recent will be the Pappas
Brothers show at The Centennial Shopping Center. Entry fee $10.00. He also reported he will send information for
upcoming car shows and events to the newsletter editor to alert members who may wish to participate. Paul
Bernardo proposed a travelling event to Panguitch Lake where he will provide a fish fry for all who wish to
participate. He suggests the second weekend in July. Club members could meet somewhere north of the city near
Interstate 15 to caravan to the location. More discussion will take place at the next meeting with more details to be
provided. Vic Howard asked if the club might consider a joint caravan trip to the new bridge across the Colorado
River followed by having a buffet luncheon at a nearby Casino Hotel. That too was discussed but no firm plans were
made. Our Spring picnic was scheduled for April 16th, a Saturday, at Sunset Park. President Paul will get the
meat/buns, VP Mel Jackson will bring the soft drinks and water, Treasurer Ingrid Howard will prepare a bring all the
condiments. Paul will check with Sallie Wentworth to arrange for the paper plates, utensils, napkins etc. that are in
the club container. All those who attend are asked to bring a side dish with a limited few bringing dessert and more
salads, chips and other side dish preparations preferred.
Vic Howard brought up the issue of the club website being outdated. Gail Keenan and new member Jason Williams
will work to take over that responsibility from Mike Cassera. Mike has been ill and requested someone else take on
that duty.
For Sale items, Jerry Dunning is the proud new owner of the 1965 Corsa that was advertised in the February
newsletter. He brought it tonight to show the club. Harry Ransom recently lost his brother and offered a walker and
a Hoveround wheel chair for sale. He is advertising the chair elsewhere for $750 but will sell it to a club member for
$500. It is fairly new and in excellent condition. Nora Zale says they have car parts from a 66 Corvair, including the
body, for sale.
50/50 winner was Jerry Dunning who pocketed $34. Many other door prizes were drawn and distributed.
President Paul adjourned the meeting at 8:05 pm.

TURBOCHARGER SPARK-TIMING
RETARD UNITS
By Bob Helt, with thanks to Ray Sedman who ran these tests
Feb 2010

INTRODUCTION
Turbocharging was used on some
Corvair engines produced during the time
period of 1962-1966. But turbocharging
significantly raises the effective compression
ratio allowing destructive detonation and
preignition to occur. Detonation is also
sometimes also known as spark knock or
pinging. So to counteract these destructive
forces, turbocharged engines must use one or
more detonation-reduction features such as
higher-octane
fuel,
intercooling,
water
injection, spark-timing reduction, and boost
controls via blowoff valves and waste-gates.
Although many of these detonation
control methods were available to the turboengine designers, Chevrolet chose to control
maximum boost via carburetor and inlet
restrictions. Detonation control was mainly
implemented by retarding the spark timing
while under boost. It is this last feature that
will be discussed and analyzed in this
monograph.
While Corvair turbocharged engines
used a distributor that at first glance looked to
be identical to non-turbo engines, internally it
was significantly different. Two things were
very different…. First, the vacuum-advance
unit used on all non-turbo engines was
replaced by a similar-looking unit (see photo),
but one that provided no spark advance at all
and actually retarded the spark timing when
the engine was under boost. This allowed
detonation, to be significantly reduced or

eliminated. In addition, the centrifugal spark
advance common to non-turbo engines was
eliminated for mid-range engine speeds where
detonation is likely to occur and centrifugal
spark advance was only allowed at higher
engine speeds (>3900 RPM).

A typical Pressure retard unit. Note the
identifying “barb or bump” on the nipple.

SPARK-TIMING RETARD SPECS
There were several different retard
units used on the Corvair engines as shown in
the table below. Due to retard unit availability,
only the three types of the most recent units
were tested: the 1962-63 unit 1116224,
(stamped 224), the 1964 unit 1116231
(stamped variously 231 and 31), and the LM
unit 116250 (stamped 250).

PUBLISHED CHEVROLET SPECIFICATIONS
YEAR

ORIGINAL
PART NUMBER

NEW
PART NUMBER

1962-63

1116208/1116218

1116224

1 PSI

9

1964

1116231

1116231

1.5 PSI

6.5 DEG @ 3.5 PSI

1965-66

1116245/1116250

1116250

2 PSI

8

RETARD STARTS AT

MAXIMUM RETARD
DEG @ 2 PSI

DEG @ 3.6 PSI

AN ANALYSIS OF THE SPECS
In reviewing the above specifications, it becomes
apparent that the retard units are designed to respond at
around 1-2 PSI, which is almost as soon as the turbo unit
starts producing any boost. And since the stock turbo
produces a maximum boost of about 10 PSI, it can be
seen that the maximum retard occurs long before this is
achieved. In fact, maximum retard occurs at 2 to 3.6 PSI,
which is about 30% of maximum boost. Thus, according
to the specifications, the pressure retard acts very much
like an on/off switch starting retard with the start of any
boost and providing full retard at only about 1-1.5 PSI
higher boost; and maintaining this retard up to maximum
boost.
THE PROBLEM
The above retard specifications might have been
perfectly acceptable if the official Chevrolet Stock Engine
Test Report regarding the 1963 Corvair turbocharged
engine had never been available. But this engine test
report (Clark’s #C7956) clearly shows that this stock
engine had its amount of retard more evenly spread over
the entire range of boost. In fact, the amount of retard
was pretty much proportional to the boost, meaning that
the retard started with little boost and increased along
with the boost reaching maximum retard along with
maximum boost. In addition, logic would tend to support
this type of proportionality of retard Vs. boost since
more boost would theoretically require more retard as
long as the retard prevented detonation from occurring.
(However, once detonation starts, additional retard
would be required to stop it.
large pressure range. This would tend to support the
concept of proportional retard Vs. boost as shown in the
official So the amount of retard must be sufficient to
avoid any detonation from occurring.)
So what did the Corvair engineers intend here?
Did they want maximum retard to occur at a very low
boost pressure and remain at that same maximum

throughout the rest of the boost increase? Or did they
want the amount of retard to be somewhat proportional
to the boost, reaching maximum retard along with
maximum boost as done for the 1963 turbo engine in the
test report?
TESTING VARIOUS RETARD UNITS
Because of this quandary, it was decided to locate
some pressure retard units and measure just how they
responded to applied pressures simulating boost. Since
no apparatus was available for measuring the actual
amount of retard any unit might achieve, it was decided
to simply measure the amount of arm movement (in
thousandths of an inch) various applied pressures
caused. If necessary, the amount of arm movement could
later be converted into degrees of retard.
With retard units relatively scarce, and new,
unused ones (NOS) even harder to obtain, mostly used
units were found for testing. Our thinking was that used
units should still fairly represent the original
performance since the internal diaphragm and internal
spring probably did not change significantly during aging
or use. If the diaphragm had failed or was punctured it
would be apparent immediately during testing and
rejected (as several other units were).

Ten units were tested as follows:
3 used 224 units
2 used 231 units
1 NOS 231 unit
2 used 250 units
2 NOS 250 units
TESTING RESULTS
There was considerable variability among supposedly
identical units and also among the three different types.
But several things were clearly true from the data (which
due to its length will not be presented here but is
available upon request to anyone interested at
Bobhelt@aol.com).





Not one of the ten units “acted like a switch” as
defined in the specifications. All of these units spread
their retard effects over a fairly engine test report.
There was absolutely no consistency of results from
supposedly identical units or between the three
different types. So apparently our assumption that
aging doesn’t occur is false. It looks like
aging/deterioration or maybe some other factors
such as manufacturing variability have significantly
altered the response characteristics of all of these
units. Not one unit even came close to meeting the
published specifications. Typically, the retard started
at (or above) a pressure the specifications stated for
maximum retard. Several units apparently came close
to their maximum retard at, or near, maximum boost
although their retard-starting points varied
considerably. The two NOS 250 units, which should
have produced identical results were substantially
different in their retard responses.
All of the retard units reached a maximum arm
movement, indicating a built-in stop that produced a
maximum retard at some pressure point. And any
additional pressure did not increase the arm
movement.
One retard unit had a bent arm-movement-stop and
gave erroneous readings when tested. A repair to the
stop produced results similar to the other units upon
retest.

A SUMMARY
Of the ten, both new and used, retard units
tested not one even came close to meeting the published
Chevrolet specifications. Typically, retarding started at a
pressure the specifications stated for maximum retard.
And actual maximum retard was achieved near the point
maximum stock boost pressures occurred.
This leads us to the conclusion that the
specifications are incorrect and that the responses were
designed to produce maximum retard at, or near,
maximum boost as shown in the referenced engine test
report.
If you own, or run, a turbo Corvair having a
presssure retard unit, you might consider checking its
response, especially if there are detonation problems. In
addition, consider the even better solution of installing a
SafeGuard electronic detonation control unit. (Available
from American Pi at rsedman@american-pi.com) While
the Safeguard is fairly expensive, it truly represents the
ultimate in detonation control.

HOW THE CORVAIR FUEL GAUGE WORKS

(SUBMITTED BY JACK O’SHEA)

All 1960-1969 Corvair fuel gauges work the same way. There are two major parts to the fuel gauge system. There's the gauge with the needle you see in the
dashboard and there's a float with a sender inside the fuel tank. The gauge and the sender are connected by electrical wiring.
Anybody can see what the gas gauge in the dashboard does, but what about the float and sender inside the fuel tank? The float rides up and down inside the
tank depending on how much gasoline is in there. The float is connected to the sender which allows a weak electrical current to pass through the gauge when
the tank is full and a strong electrical current to pass through the gauge when the tank is empty. The sender is what's known as a variable resistor. In 60 - 64
cars the sender resistance is 0 to 30 ohms. In 65 - 69 cars the sender resistance is 0 to 90 ohms. This is a picture of the float and sender that is inside the fuel
tank.

1. Float and arm connected to the sender.
2. Fuel pickup tube. There is a cloth filter on this tube not shown in the picture.
3. Fuel sender - the variable resistor.
4. Flange, gasket and lock ring that seals the sending unit inside the tank.
5. Fuel supply tube outside the tank to the engine fuel pump.
Not shown are the ground wire attached to the flange and the connector on the flange for the wire from the sender to the fuel gauge.
The fuel gauge needle is mounted between two magnetic coils. One coil is on the "F" side of the gauge and the other is on the "E" side of the gauge. Both coils
are wired to the ignition circuit and receive battery voltage whenever the ignition switch is on. The magnetic coil that pulls the needle toward F (Let's call this
the F coil) is grounded at the instrument panel and applies a constant magnetic force to the needle. The magnetic coil that pulls the needle toward E (Let's call
this the E coil) has more windings for greater magnetic strength and is grounded through the variable resistor in the sender attached to the fuel tank float.
When the fuel tank is full the resistance in the sender is high (30 or 90 ohms) which reduces electrical current and magnetic strength in the fuel gauge E coil
allowing the F coil to pull the gauge needle to F.
When the fuel tank is nearly empty and the float is near the bottom of the tank the resistance in the sender is at 0 ohms. The fuel gauge E coil receives full
current, has enough magnetic strength to overcome the strength of the F coil and pulls the gauge needle to E.
When the ignition switch is turned off both fuel gauge coils lose power, magnetic force drops, and the needle remains where it is.
If there is a break in the tank sender wiring or a failure of the tank sender that creates an open circuit, the fuel gauge F coil will not be balanced by any
magnetic force from the E coil and the needle will be pulled to the right beyond the F mark on the gauge when the ignition switch is on.
If there is a break in the wiring to the F coil or a poor electrical ground on the dash, the needle will be pulled to the left beyond the E mark on the gauge when
the ignition switch is on, or the needle may move erratically when the dash lights, turn indicators, or other electrical systems are operated.
Credit for most of the information in this article goes to Dale Dewald who is a regular contributor to the Virtual Vairs internet email list.

BOOKS NOW AVAILABLE
--THE CLASSIC CORVAIR.
A technical maintenance and upgrade manual. 330 pages. $35+$7 S&H.
--CORVAIR SECRETS.
Little known design and operational insights. 170 pages. $25+$6 S&H.
--HOW TO IDENTIFY AND REBUILD CORVAIR ROCHESTER CARBURETORS.
Comprehensive carburetor information. 110 pages. $20+$5 S&H.
--HOW TO IDENTIFY AND REBUILD CORVAIR CARTER YH CARBURETORS.
Comprehensive carburetor information. 90 pages. $25+$5 S&H.
If interested in purchasing any of these books, please call me at 256-2008 for
delivery to one of the VV club meetings for no S&H charges
Check or money order (sorry no Paypal) to:
Bob Helt
3016 Pearl Harbor Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89117

Clark’s Corvair Parts®
Clark’s has been your supplier for quality repros for the past 37 years. This year, we expect to reproduce even more parts for your Corvair.

See the Supplement for the following:
V a r io u s N e w FC It em s

1964 T r im

T u r b o pa r t s

st a in l ess g a s t a n k sen d er s

La t e m o d e l st e er in g c o lu m n pa r t s

650 Page 2007-2012 Catalog
USA - $6

CANADA - $9.95 Most Other Countries - $12.95
Clark’s Corvair Parts®
400 Mohawk Trail, Shelburne Falls, MA 01370
413-625-9776

www.corvair.com

FAX: 413-625-8498
email: clarks@corvair.com

CARS/PARTS FOR SALE OR WANTED
PAUL BERNARDO A complete motor transaxle and bell housing, ID Number: TI020YR.
This motor has oil in it and turns freely with decent compression, transmission assembly is
included there is no turbo or carburetor. I am asking $500 for all. Also a beautiful 2004
Ford Thunderbird rae Bodeau re color with awesome cork-straw leather interior power
everything plus a small v-8 eng gets 25 mpg at 70+ mph power every thing even heated
seats was $ 43K new now only $17.500 buy a modern classic with 2 tops and drives like a
luxury sports car. Also for sale 1993 GMC typhoon all wheel drive V_6 Turbo FI
innercooled 49K act miles drive anywhere, one of only 2200 produced in 93 was $33K new
only $9000 buys a sure to appreciate collectible one of 33 in this green color this was
Porsche Kiann 10 years earlier and at 1/3 the price shows American ingenuity still is alive
at GM I will trade either vehicle for a older Porsche 356-or 912-or 911 needing some work
is ok but as always cash is king. Contact Paul at 702-398-3972 or email:
paulselect@mvdsl.com or email: paulselect@mvdsl.com



I RECENTLY MADE A SHORT TRIP TO LAKE HAVASU AND ONE OF MY MISSIONS WAS TO VIEW A 1965 CORSA COUPE WITH A
140 HP ENGINE AND FOUR SPEED TRANSMISSION THAT IS FOR SALE. MY INTENTION WAS NOT TO LOOK AT IT TO PURCHASE
BUT TO GATHER PHOTOS AND INFORMATION TO ASSIST THE OWNER IN SELLING IT.

WELCOME TO www.RAFEECORVAIR.COM
Parts and rebuilding services in the Heartland.

Hook up your ride with high quality parts from Rafee Corvair!
Call us at 918-753-2486, or 918-413-1548 cell.
We are a full-time parts and service shop for your Vair and we will be glad to answer any questions you might have about
your ride.
E-mail: rafee@rafeecorvair.com . Nous parlons Francais & Espanol.
We carry a large selection of new and used parts, and some NOS. We got everything to get your ride back on the road where
it belongs!
We have thousands of gaskets, bearings, weatherstrips, mirrors and chrome, suspension parts, engine parts, disc brakes,
custom wheels, and many more. You can view our work on the website, and you can order online, by phone, by e-mail or via
Facebook/Rafee Corvair !
Special promo: 7 mm sparkplug wires $26.55 in 3 colors.
Prices subject to change. Paypal, money orders
and credit cards. Discounts to clubs .Looking forward to doing business with y’all!

Happy to be at your service!

MEMBERSHIP ROSTER
BERNARDO
BOEHM
BRITT
CHARASKA
CORNWELL
D'ANGERIO
DUNNING
GREEN

PAUL & VICKI
BOB & MARCIA
KEVIN & MARY
JOHN
JACK AND JANET
JOHN
JERRY
PAUL

paulselect@mvdsl.com
mkboehm@embarqmail.com
mekbritto1@aol.com

HELT
HOWARD
JACKSON
KATZ

BOB & DELORES
VIC & INGRID
MELVIN C.
MARTY & BERTHA

KEENAN
KETTLE

GAIL
BOB

bobhelt@aol.com
vichoward@frontiernet.net
fourbigmel@yahoo.co
martykatz53@yahoo.com
draagons-r-real
@embarqmail.com

LAGER
MAGOWAN
MCKINNEY
O'SHEA
RANSOM
SCHEINDT
SIBERT
STONER
WARD
WENTWORTH
WILLIAMS
ZALE

WILLIAM
KELLY
ERNEST
JACK
G. HARRY
RUDY & CHAR
ARLON & SUZAN
HOWARD
DAN & CANDACE
SALLIE & STEVE
JASON
JAMES & NORA

jaxandjan@yahoo.com
gennamarie@cox.net
gdunningg1@cox.net
lea@rebar1.net

wizbang707
@embarqmail.com
yukonred@aol.com
joc99@cox.net
ghr500@embarqmail.com
rudychar@wirelessbeehive.com
arsibert@cox.net
withers16@aol.com
drawnad@embarqmail.com
sastum@embarqmail.com
entact@email.com
jrzale@webtv.net

398-3972
454-9794
293-5104
631-3455

P.O. BOX 658
4999 MESA VIEW
366 CATS EYE DR
1981 WEENAP DR.
62 190th St. So.
672 BETTY LANE
3700 STEWART AVE SPACE 38
511 N. RACETRACK RD.

LOGANDALE
LAS VEGAS
BOULDER CITY
LAS VEGAS
HAWLEY
LAS VEGAS
LAS VEGAS
HENDERSON

3016 PEARL HARBOR DR
5574 TABLEAU
1416 COLT DRIVE
5415 SIERRA BROOK CT.

LAS VEGAS
FT. MOHAVE
HENDERSON
LAS VEGAS

596-9057

3952 CALLE MIRADOR

LAS VEGAS

NV,89103
,

263-9424
595-8909
682-5910
733-5893
395-6992
435-884-5583
645-6666
732-1184
457-8274
452-5670
310-671-9079
649-5464

2442 CLIFFWOOD DR.
2410 LEGACY ISLAND CR.
5133 AIDRIE PLACE
517 REGAL ROBIN WAY`
4925 GLENARDEN DR.
397 TRIPLE CROWN WAY
5980 W. ALFRED
1854 CAMINO VERDE
4832 AVENEDA SANDIA
P.O. BOX 61334
4004 CALLE MIRADO
2004 WILLOUGHBY AVE

HENDERSON
HENDERSON
LAS VEGAS
LAS VEGAS
LAS VEGAS
GRANTSVILLE
LAS VEGAS
LAS VEGAS
LAS VEGAS
LAS VEGAS
LAS VEGAS
LAS VEGAS

NV,89074
NV,89074
NV,89122
NV,89084
NV,89130
UT,84029
NV,89018
NV,89119
NV,89121
NV,89160
NV 89103
NV,89101

459-5567
438-4033 cel 378-4119
454-8688
CEL 279-2550
256-2008
928-768-6062
834-3654 cel 755-2861
303-7829

SORRY TO SAY, THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN DROPPED FROM THE ROSTER FOR NON
PAYMENT OF DUES: MIKE CASSERA, PAM CASTIGLIONE, DON HOLT, RAY EKX AND JOHN D’ANGERIO. LET THEM
KNOW THEY CAN BE RESTORED TO ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP BY SENDING $20 TO THE P.O. BOX C/O THE TREASURER.

NV,89021
NV,89120
NV,89005
NV,89108
MN,56549
NV,89110
NV,89110
NV,89015
,
NV,89117
AZ,86426
NV,89002
nv,89104

